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Skynet Healthcare Technologies Makes Inc. 5000
List of America’s Fastest-Growing Private Companies
PALM HARBOR, FL August 15, 2018 – Inc. magazine today revealed that Skynet Healthcare
Technologies, Inc. is No. 1664 on its 37th annual Inc. 5000, the most prestigious ranking of the
nation’s fastest-growing private companies. The list represents a unique look at the most
successful companies within the American economy’s most dynamic segment—its independent
small businesses. Microsoft, Dell, Timberland, LinkedIn, Yelp, Zillow, and many other wellknown names gained their first national exposure as honorees on the Inc. 5000.
“We are very excited to be named one of America’s fastest growing innovators by Inc.
magazine,” says Skynet CEO Martin Rokicki. “Our growth is a testament to the hard work of our
employees and validates the rapid adaptation of our product and platform in the technology
void of the senior living market space. The advancements of our emergency call and life safety
systems will soon be finding application in other markets with emergency needs, such as
hospitality and education. Our growth has only just begun, and we are grateful for this honored
recognition.”
Not only have the companies on the 2018 Inc. been very competitive within their markets, but
the list as a whole shows staggering growth compared with prior lists. The 2018 Inc. 5000
achieved an astounding three-year average growth of 538.2 percent, and a median rate of
171.8 percent. The Inc. 5000’s aggregate revenue was $206.1 billion in 2017, accounting for
664,095 jobs over the past three years.
“If your company is on the Inc. 5000, it’s unparalleled recognition of your years of hard work
and sacrifice,” says Inc. editor in chief James Ledbetter. “The lines of business may come and go
or come and stay. What doesn’t change is the way entrepreneurs create and accelerate the
forces that shape our lives.”
About Skynet Healthcare Technologies, Inc.
Headquartered in Palm Harbor, FL, Skynet delivers smart technology solutions and is the one stop shop
for senior living and hospitality life safety needs. Skynet provides emergency call, real time location
system (RTLS), fall detection, access control, point of purchase, and in-depth business intelligence, all in
one simple platform. For further information, visit: www.skynethealthcare.com.
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